First in California! The UC Riverside campus was the first to house a campus LGBT resource center in CA to offer an LGBT studies minor in CA to offer a gender-inclusive housing option to all students.

**Featured Speakers/Performers**
- Aisha Fukuhima
- Bambi Salcedo
- Bree Newsome
- Chani Nicholas
- Claudia Rodriguez
- David Fawcett
- Gaby Rivera
- Gabriel Maldonado
- Jen E. Higgins
- Joaquin Echeverri
- Josh Troilo
- Juniper Cervantes-Gordoa

**Tuesday Talks**
- 25 talks

**Discussion Groups**
- 83 discussions

**Drop-In Hours**
- 10 hours

**Courageous Spaces**
- Supportive spaces where students can ask questions, share thoughts, and make connections and gain.

**Cultural & Educational Programs**
- There are no shortages of things to do, and there’s no way to miss the fun.

**5 BIG Annual Traditions**
- G-Camp Orientation
- Dragalicious Drag Ball XV
- Geek Out at the 11th Annual Pride Prom
- Lambda Celebration
- T'Camp InterCampus Retreat

**Regional Events**
- 4 events

**(events and programs)**
- 141 events and programs

**Campus partners**
- 50

**People impacted**
- 11,927

**First**
- In CA to open a staffed campus LGBT resource center in CA to offer an LGBT studies minor in CA to offer a gender-inclusive housing option to all students

**G-Q-What We Do**
- Since 1993, the LGBT Resource Center has provided support, education, and advocacy regarding sexual orientation and gender identity to the UC Riverside campus community.

**15,221+ people involved**

**368 activities presented**

**39 presentations**

**2,115 people educated**

**CORE members**
- 58

**Student panels**
- 29

**People in dialogue**
- 995

**Tabling outreach events**
- 35

**Community OUTreach Educators (CORE)**
- Our volunteer CORE peer educators raise awareness of the LGBT and allied community on campus and off-campus regarding sexual orientation and gender identity. They rock!
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**Fidget Cubes Distributed in 2017-18**
- 999

**Year in Review**
- 2017–18